
Do you want to have more love, joy, peace, freedom and prosperity in your life?
Do you want to bring powerful focus into your upcoming year?
Do you want to create your life with more consciousness?
Do you want to know the purpose of your life?
Do you want more passion?

Purpose,Passion
 and VisionBoard
         WorkshopOne Day Program

 with Robyn Bull

 Part 1  PURPOSE

What is the purpose of your life?  
Why are you here?
The morning commences with 
Purpose. This is where we ask some 
connected, intense and powerful 
questions. And through processes and 
discussion you will write your purpose.

 Part 2  PASSION

What is Passion?  
How does passion feel for you?
There are many times in our life 
where we won’t feel passion whether 
in our personal life, or our work. 
However from this session you will 
learn strategies and techniques that 
support and will empower you to 
bring more passion into your life.

 Part 3   CREATE YOUR 
VISION BOARD

After lunch we participate in two 
powerful processes that will encourage 
a deep connection to your body and 
your heart’s truth. With your purpose 
and your passion you are now ready to 
create your future vision and this future 
vision will become your vision board.
Creating a Vision Board is a fantastic 
way to help you identify your personal 
path in life, and clearly define what you 
want to create within it. A vision board 
is a powerful visual representation of 
your dreams and desires. 

Robyn Bull is an intuitive, caring and professional 
Practitioner, Trainer, Advanced NLP Coach, Timeline 
Therapist and Body Centered Psychotherapist. Her 
passion is supporting people to know that they make a 
difference, that they can stand out in the world in their 
own purpose and passion and bring peace and healing 
and love to their own communities and the world.

TESTIMONIAL
‘The process of developing my vision board allows me the freedom to explore and determine my true desires, hopes and dreams 
to motivate myself toward bringing these to life. As I cut, paste and paint I find myself immersed in a soulful journey within. My 
intuitive self ignited as my guide. The making of this beautiful vibrant collage is fascinating. Never truly knowing how it will look. 
Always adding more. I notice it growing and changing as I do. It is taking me on an outward reality that is now my life. Thankyou 
for this wonderful truth Robyn’.

BOOK NOW!  CALL ROBYN ON 0407 221 035

Saturday June 1, 2013

•   Connect into the clues that lead you to your life purpose
•   Know the components of a successful and happy life
•   Learn the real reason for your goals, dreams and desires
•   Discover how your thoughts, feelings and behaviours influence  

your law of attraction
•   Know the power of cause and effect
•   How clarity leads to power
•   Learn the power of I AM SMART Goals
•    Learn practical body centered techniques and strategies  

that connect you to a deeper sense of your goals, your passion,  
your purpose and your vision

•   Know why self-care is pertinent in creating success in your life

‘You are born with a character, 
it is given, a gift, as the old stories say, from the guardians 
upon your birth…Each person enters the world called…’ 

JAMES HILLMAN


